Renault MASTER CONVERSIONS
MINIBUS RANGE
Renault Conversions, Tailor Made Solutions for your Business

by GM Coachwork in partnership with Renault

Renault Master:
Built for a tough life
The Renault Master raises the bar on cabin design, creating a practical,
well equipped driving environment. With a steering wheel and a driver’s
seat that’s adjustable for height, reach and rake, it’s one workspace the
driver will love spending time in. Outstanding ergonomics – allied with
high levels of equipment (including an excellent audio package that now
features DAB radio, USB facility and Bluetooth®* connectivity as standard),
maximum ease of access and operator-friendly features – come together
to create the ideal travelling experience.

For more information please contact conversions@renault.co.uk
*For compatible devices, please refer to https://www.renault.co.uk/services/multimedia/bluetooth-compatibility.html

Renault Accredited
Conversions

Comfort, safety
and flexibility
Low height automatic step

The GM Coachwork Master Minibuses are part of
Renault's Accredited Conversion range that has
been developed to complement our 'Off the Shelf'
Conversions. The range comprises of popular
specialist vehicle types such as Refrigerated Vans,
Minibuses, Grounds Maintenance Vehicles and Welfare
Vehicles. The Accredited range offers a standard
specification based on the expert collaboration
between Renault and our accredited converter
partners. The specifications have been developed
to meet common requirements however, they can
be adapted to suit specific customer requirements,
providing a truly tailor made solution.
Our accredited range has been developed in
partnership exclusively with converters who have
received Renault approval after being assessed on
their technical and quality standards by a dedicated
team from Renault. A list of these can be found at
"www.conversions.renault.co.uk"

Our purpose-built Master Minibus range provides
generous accommodation for up to seventeen
people depending on which of the 3 specifications
you choose. There are three seats in a row across
the aisle for optimum seating capacity and comfort.
On the 17 seat version the four seats at the rear
of the minibus are removable on quick release
fixtures, freeing up additional luggage space easily
and quickly without the need for special tools.
The fully trimmed interior and opening side
windows have been designed for passenger
comfort, while the wide-opening sliding side door
and automatic side entrance step ensure easy
passenger access. Additional ease of access is
provided by LED lights to all entrances and exits.
For added peace of mind all seats and mountings
are tested to M2 standards.

Adjustable all-age seatbelts

All of our accredited conversions are available to order
via our Dealer Network.

Roof vent

Choice of three specifications
17 SEAT MINIBUS REDUCED MOBILITY (3.9T)

14 SEAT MINIBUS WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE (3.9T)

••Fully lined and trimmed interior with two shades of hard wearing flame retardant carpet

As per Reduced Mobility specification plus the following:

••Opening side windows

••Unwin Innotrax fully tested flooring system

••Level floor overlaid with wipe clean non-slip heavy duty coating. (no joins or trip hazards)

••Electric fully automatic stacking platform tail lift. Lift capacity of 350kg. No manual effort required

••Entrance step height comfortably within legal requirements for ease of access

••Twin front passenger seats

••Emergency exits through roof glass and side window with glass break hammers

••Four point wheelchair restraint system

••Vertical left hand entrance handrail to side door with right hand courtesy panel

••Double inertia split reel wheelchair occupant safety belts

••14 M2 tested lightweight seats with all-age red seat belts
••Seats feature ABS backs and headrests
••LED lights to all entrances and exits
••Electric side entrance step with warning buzzer

15 SEAT MINIBUS (3.5T)

••Reverse alarm
••Twin front passenger seats
••First aid kit and fire extinguisher
••Legal signs with yellow vinyl school bus sign
••Driver-controlled rear saloon lights
••Vehicle dimension plate
••Reduced Mobility Specification includes four removable seats with quick release fixtures
and high visibility handrails

••Full-width side-entrance step
••Fully lined and trimmed interior with two shades of soft cord carpet complete with moulded window surrounds
••Heavy duty non slip flooring
••Emergency exits through rear doors, roof glass and side window with glass break hammers
••Vertical left hand entrance handrail to side load door with right hand courtesy panel
••12 x M2 tested rear saloon lightweight seats with and all age red seat belts
••Two seats are removable seats on quick release fixtures to create luggage space.

••Wheelchair Equipment

••Seat are trimmed in matching Renault cloth

••Full width wheelchair ramp complete with underfloor storage

••LED lights to all entrance/exits
••One pair of rear saloon speakers
••Reverse alarm
••First aid kit and fire extinguisher
••Legal signs with yellow vinyl school bus sign
••Vehicle dimension plate
••Twin front passenger seats

Features & Options
TECHNOLOGY

SAFETY & SECURITY

••Radio with DAB, Bluetooth *, CD and USB

••ABS with EBD (Electronic Brake force Distribution)

••12v power socket (dashboard) and centre console

••Electronic immobiliser

••6 speed gearbox

••Remote central locking (2 button key)

••ESC (Electronic Stability Control) with Grip Xtend, Hill Start Assist and Trailer Swing Assist

••Airbag - driver & passenger

••Trip computer - multi-functional with rev counter

••3 point height adjustable seatbelts

®

••4 disc brakes
INTERIOR

••Alarm pre-wiring

••Closed glove box

••Deadlocking

••2 cup holders on centre console

••62mph Speed Limiter

••Driver's seat - height and lumbar adjustable and armrest
••Steering wheel - height adjustment

QUICKSHIFT GEARBOX

••Electric front windows

Quickshift hydraulic transmission offers all the main features and flexibility of a regular
automatic, plus the performance and control of a ‘onetouch’ manual gearbox. In manual mode
the driver changes gear sequentially by pushing the lever forward (higher gear) or pulling
it backwards (lower gear), with automatic-style ‘kickdown’ through two or more gears also
possible in manual mode. Automatic clutch control means there is no need for a clutch pedal.

••Passenger bench seat
••Overhead parcel shelf
••KALEIDO - Dark grey upholstery

EXTERIOR
••Left side loading door
••80-litre fuel tank

WIPE CLEAN SEATS
Wipe clean seats with a durable soft touch vinyl finish provide the ideal surface to dispel items
such as food and drink spillages. The seats come with built in all-age three point seat belts
and headrests.

••22 litre AdBlue® tank
••Door mirrors - electric adjustment, heated

SIGNWRITING

••16" steel wheels with small wheel stylers

Signwriting your vehicle can support your brand message or advertise your organisation in a
cost effective and highly visible manner.

••Glazed rear doors
••Spare wheel

*For compatible devices, please refer to https://www.renault.co.uk/services/multimedia/bluetooth-compatibility.html

Electric fully automatic stacking tail lift, standard equipment on Wheelchair Access Specification

Leading the field
for over 25 years
Designed to last

GM Coachwork are leading specialist vehicle
designers, engineers and convertors and an ISO9001
& ISO14001 2015 accredited business.
Intelligent and innovative design is at the heart
of the business. With every new product comes
thousands of hours of research and development
followed by stringent testing to meet UK and
European safety standards and legislation. This
includes comprehensive crash testing and durability
tests to ensure longevity.
GM Coachwork are one of the UK’s leading minibus
convertors supplying schools, councils and
transport groups with bespoke built minibuses. Our
commitment and investment in technology and a
highly skilled workforce ensure our name has become
synonymous with engineering excellence.

Engineered to last

Built to last

Continue the Renault Conversions experience
at www.renault.co.uk

For more information please contact conversions@renault.co.uk
Although every effort has been made to ensure that the information contained within this brochure is as accurate and up to date as possible, Renault U.K. reserves the right to modify its models without notice, including their characteristics, specifications,
equipment and accessories. Brochures inevitably become out of date or inaccurate in some respects, in that such characteristics, specifications equipment, or accessories may be changed after the publication date given below and can differ from
the descriptions given or the photos displayed. It is therefore necessary to check with your Renault Dealer before purchasing any product that the characteristics, specifications, equipment or accessories of the vehicle on order are as advertised.
The colours that appear in this document may differ slightly from the actual paint and upholstery colours.
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